




FORESIGHT is now mission-critical!



Humanity ☯ TechnologyHumanity ☯ Technology





The politician of the future?













Science fiction is increasingly becoming SCIENCE FACT



Privacy & Identity 
Security & Safety  

Agency & Autonomy 
Rights & Ethics

Liquidity & Flow 
Efficiency & Speed  
Productivity & Ease 

Network Effects



Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity: huge economic forces!







From if and how to who and why



From if and how to who and why







The EXTERNALITIES of exponential technological progress will have as 
much impact than those resulting from the fossil-fuel economy 



Climate-Change



Human-Change







"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        
adapted from Potter StewartTechnology has no ethics - but our society depends on it!



“Automation is good for growth and bad for equality”  
(Christine Lagarde, the IMF) 



*Bill de Blasio, NYC  Mayor 



What about ITALY? Your city? Your company?



Who will be ‘Mission Control’ for humanity?









     The end of Routine is NOT the end of Human Work 



Anything that CANNOT be digitised, or automated, becomes extremely valuable



“Whatever is very simple for a human is very hard for a  computer, 
and whatever is very hard for a human is simple for a computer”  

(riffing off Hans Moravec)



Data and Information 
is not Knowledge*
is not Understanding
is not Wisdom

We can and must move up the food-chain from routine knowledge and tasks!

is not Purpose





Our ultimate job is to… BE HUMAN



Business as usual is dead or dyingHow can we design a new kind of ‘sustainable capitalism’?



We are staging the future by INACTION, and by ACTION we will create it



           A new economic logic based on ‘sustainable capitalism’ is emerging



The 6 Future-Principles: Sustainable Capitalism 



The future is better than we think - IF we can balance technological progress with human purpose



Heaven or hell? Our future hinges on foresight, governance and collaboration 



We must invest as much in 
humanity as we do in technology! 



Because 
happiness 
is not an 

algorithm, and 
humans aren’t 

code!



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it!




